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STEVEN ECKL: The economic pyramid is successful at the
return of that king into incarnation to fulfill his mission of an
office. The dwelling house will be part of the estate no
different than Buckingham Palace is a part of the estate of
the royal family.
Harry Luce: The fascism model is commonly seen in
capitalism, communism, socialism. These are still using
capital to govern here through fascist economic control, one
moves power.
J.P. Morgan: However capital is not the only criterion to
make a successful company. In today’s economy, growth of
the company is seen through sales of the same product year
after year.
Source: Friendly Fascism, Bertram Gross, 1980

Executive Managers
Karl Marx was one of the first to focus on the
expanding role of industrial managers—as distinct from
owners—in capitalist enterprise. [His model is based on
capitalism. That unless the capitalists are using their
money for a money-making venture, we do not have
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jobs.] While Marx underestimated the managers, others
such as John Galbraith went to the other extreme by
proclaiming a "managerial revolution" and rule by the
"technostructure."
But in a complex system the growing importance of
some component— like radar instruments in an
airplane—does not mean it is in charge [of the airplane].
Executive managers are, of course, steering instruments,
are used as such, and are particularly valued to the extent
that they are self-starting and, subject to vague clues
from above, self-steering. They can be ruthlessly fired if
they fail to accumulate the capital that their overseers
deem possible.
The most obvious function of executive
management is the production and marketing of goods
and services for profits, This is the mighty engine that
keeps the wheels of capitalism turning and provides jobs
for the great majority of the wage-earning population,
the worldly goods for man's consumption or use, and the
money and power so essential to satisfy the acquisitive
drives of the Ultra-Rich Corporate Overseers.

STEVEN ECKL: See how a Thomas Edison is both the “radar
instrument that does not control the plane” and he is also
the capitalist.
J.P. Morgan: He founded capital to begin General Electric.
J. Paul Getty: The United States does not excel in its
corporations when its primary mission is being a stock &
bonds profit motive people. That this author says that the
manger is severely punished (ruthlessly fired) is actually
true.
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Harry Luce: Rather the executive manager is using his
spinning Threefold Flame to come out with those various
“radar instruments” relevant to the social times and current
generations.
Sage of Omaha: This leader is looking in coming out of the
university to become a good person. He is not working
toward making a good profit picture or a good profit story
to occupy Wall Street analysts. Rather he is disappointed if
he does not meet his personal goals in the use of his full time
and talent.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Around the king is an inner circle. He
has his chief mission to direct the inner circle around him. If
it is a computer company, then the desktop has to match the
laptop, has to match the internet service, phone, and
handheld, and not have the product disjointed. All work
together without a fuss and confusion.
J. Paul Getty: The inner circle would spend his time in this
kingdom to direct that the signature mission be at the high
standard and complexity.
J.P. Morgan: The Wall Street organization executive is
where a person changes from company to company in the
industry with golden parachutes. Rather the inner circle
works with the king on its missions. He might stay a few
days with each of the areas to make for a uniform product
and he commands great authority to slash and burn across
platforms.
Bill Gates: The leader has the mission. He has the torch of
the king. He carries the torch. And the engineers of the
inner circle has the authority of the king.
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